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The figures in the morgin indi@Ie full mo*s
for tle qtestions

Answer oae question from each Unit

UNIT-I

1. (a/ Show that the modulus of sum of
two complex numbers is always less than
or equal to the sum of their moduli. 5

fbl Find tJ:e centre and radius of tJ:e circle
passing througlr the points 1, i, l+i 5
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2- (a)

3- (o)

(b)

4. (a)

(b)

t2l

lf z, arld z2 are tteo complex nrrmbers,
then i2rove that

lq-rzl'=1412*l+P
if and odr 'tf zr4'o purefy imaginary.

lf zt, Z, z3 are the vertices of an isoeles
rriangte, right angled at tlle vertex 22,
tJren prove t]lat

4 *4*4 =2lq+ztlzz

uNrr-tr

For what vahre of z the function defined
by tlre equation

z = sinzcoshu +icoszsinhu, a = u + iu

ceases to be anaftic?

Show tlrat tlre firnction fl4=rv+q rs
ever5mhere continuous but not anallftic-

Eu= xr - 3-rql', show that there €xists a

function u(x, 3l such that ro = z +iz is an
anatytic function in a fnite region-

Ibl Show tlrat the firnction f14 = {rv| 'ts

not anal5rtic at the origin althoug[r
Cauctry-Riemann equations are satisfied
at tlrat point. 5
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UNTT-Itr

5- (4, State and prove Cauchy-Hadamard
formula for the radius of convergene- 4

(b, Find tlre radius of conv€rgene of t-he

following power series : 6
Jr* 2;;

fil t+d'b z+a'la+l)b-lb+ll * + -..
1-c 1'2 - c'(c+!

6. (a, Find tlre dooain of convergence of the
power series

>(*A"
b) Fi:lla the region of convergence of the

power series

$ (z+2"-r
?=l-tr.*t)'+" c

UNTT-IV

7. (a/ Using the derfinition of the integral of /({
on a given path, evaluate

F*i 
""fu 5Lz*;'

tbt lI f(4 is anal5rtic within and on a closed
' contour C and o is any point within C,

tlren slrow that
1 t f(4tufld= 2"tLffi, 5
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a. (a/ Write down the Cauchy's integral formula
for the derivative of an anal5rtic function;
hence show that for a functioo .;f($ which
is analytic in a region D and if /@ has, at
any point z=a of D, derivatives of all
orders, all of which are ag?irr anal5rtic
functions in D, tleir values are given by

r@=*1ffi
where C is any closed contour in D
surrounding tJle point z = ct 6

@J Evaluate by Cauchy integral formula
, zdzt_
b B - z2l(z+il

UNIT-V

9. (a,f Expand 1*3 forthe region lzl > 2. 4
zlz' - z-21

[b/ E:xamine t]re nature of the followin g
functions : 6

I(t) --- at z =2*il-e'
@ --L at z=4sinz-cosz 4

1O. State and prove Liouville's theorem. Use this
result to prove the fundamental tlleorem of
algebra. 1+4+5=10

***
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SECTION_A

( Morks : 10 )

Each question cot ries I mark

Put a Tick M mark against the correct answer in the box
provided :

1. If Z is the conjugate of z, then

(a) lzl > lzl tr

(b) lzl <lzl n

(c) lzl = lzl tr

(d) lzl=-lzl tr
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2. The real

l2l

-5oI-ls
-3+4i

part

tr

t_l

?
(a) iJ

@) -1.
J

l(c) -)5
,4
(d) :c

tr

tr

3. The analytic function whose imaginary part in ex cosgr is

(a) e' tr.
(b) ie" tr

(c) ie-z tr

(d) e-' tr

4. The function sinxcoshy + icosxsinhy is

(a/ neither continuous nor analytic tr

(b/ continuous but not ana\rtic tr

(c) continuous as well as anal5rtic everywhere n
(d) not analytic ever5rurhere tr
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l2t
c

2. The real part of " is' -3+4i

.)

b-!- tr
5

A
(c) -: tr

5

3. The analytic function whose imaginary part in ex cosg is

(a) e' n.
(b) ie' tr

(c) ie-' tr

(d) e-' tr

4. The function sin xcosh y + i cos x sinh y is

[a/ neither continuous nor analytic tr

fbJ continuous but not analytic tr

(c) continuous as well as analytic ever5rwhere tl
(d) not analytic ever5nuvhere tr
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5. If lim lrrf ln = I, then the series 2u, is absolutely
z-+6

convergent for

(a) l>1 D

(b) t<l n

(c) l=r tr

(d) t>l tr

5. The power series D@ r" will converge

(a) ifz=O tr

h) iflzl=l tr

(c) if lzl> 1 tr

(Q for all real values of z tr

7. A Jordan curve consisting of continuous chain of a finite
number of regular arcs ii called a

(a,) continuous arc tr

(b,) contour tr

(c/ rectifiable arc tr

(d/ multiple arc tr
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(4)

8. The value of the intesral I d' . while C is the circle' JCz_a'
lz-al=p is

(a) 2n tr

(b) -2n tr

(c) 2ni tr

(d)'-2ni tr

9. The function ? 
* l^,has/have singularity/ singularities at

z(z-21

(a) z=O only tr

(b) z=2only u

(c) z= 0andz=2 only tr

(d) z= -1 only tr

1o. Ttie nature of the function 
sin (z - a ) at z = a is

(z- al

(a,) removable singularity tr

(b/ non-isolated singularity tr

(c) isolated singularity tr

(d) pole tr
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SECTIoN-B

( Marks: 15 )

Each question carries 3 marlcs

. Answer all questions

Answer tJle following :

1. Prove that for any complex number z, lzl2 = 22, where Z

is the conjugate of z.
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(6t

2. With suitable example, show that continuity is not a
sufficient condition for the eistence of a finite derivative.
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l7l

3. Examine the convergence of the series Xzn.
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(8)

4. Show t}.rat f^fu = 2ni, where C is a complete circle.
JC Z
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(e)

5. Define non-isolated singularity with a suitable example.

***
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